Abstract
Introduction
The problem of dimensionality reduction arises in many vision applications, where it is natural to represent images as vectors in a high-dimensional space. Manifold learning techniques extract low-dimensional structure from highdimensional data in an unsupervised manner. These techniques typically try to unfold the underlying manifold so that Euclidean distance in the new space is a meaningful measure of distance between any pair of points. This makes certain applications such as K-means clustering more effective in the transformed space.
In contrast to linear dimensionality reduction techniques such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA), manifold learning methods provide more powerful non-linear dimensionality reduction by preserving the local structure of the input data. Instead of assuming global linearity, these methods make a weaker local-linearity assumption, i.e., for nearby points in high-dimensional input space, L 2 distance is assumed to be a good measure of geodesic distance, or distance along the manifold. Good sampling of the underlying manifold is essential for this assumption to hold. In fact, many manifold learning techniques provide guarantees that the accuracy of the recovered manifold increases as the number of data samples increases. In the limit of infinite samples, one can recover the true underlying manifold for certain classes of manifolds [22] [4] [8] . However, there is a trade-off between improved sampling of the manifold and the computational cost of manifold learning algorithms. This paper addresses the computational challenges involved in learning manifolds given millions of face images extracted from the Web.
Several powerful manifold learning techniques have recently been proposed, e.g., Semidefinite Embedding (SDE) [23] , Isomap [22] , Laplacian Eigenmaps [3] , and Local Linear Embedding (LLE) [19] . SDE aims to preserve distances and angles between all neighboring points. It is formulated as an instance of semidefinite programming, and is thus prohibitively expensive for large-scale problems. Isomap constructs a dense matrix of approximate geodesic distances between all pairs of inputs, and aims to find a low dimensional space that best preserves these distances. Other algorithms, e.g., Laplacian Eigenmaps and LLE, focus only on preserving local neighborhood relationships in the input space. They generate low-dimensional representations via manipulation of the graph Laplacian or other sparse matrices related to the graph Laplacian [20] . In this work, we focus mainly on Isomap and Laplacian Eigenmaps, as both methods have good theoretical properties and the differences in their approaches allow us to make interesting comparisons between dense and sparse methods.
All of the manifold learning methods described above can be viewed as specific instances of Kernel PCA [14] . These kernel-based algorithms require spectral decomposition of matrices of size n × n, where n is the number of samples. This generally takes O(n 3 ) time. When only a few eigenvalues and eigenvectors are required, there exist less computationally intensive techniques such as the Jacobi, the Arnoldi, and the more recent Hebbian methods [12] [13] . These iterative methods require computation of matrix-vector products at each step and involve several passes through the data. When the matrix is sparse, these techniques can be implemented relatively efficiently. However, when dealing with a large, dense matrix, as in the case of Isomap, these products become expensive to compute. Moreover, when working with 18M data points, it is not possible even to store the full matrix (∼ 1600TB), rendering the iterative methods infeasible.
Random sampling techniques provide a powerful alternative for approximate spectral decomposition and only operate on a subset of the matrix. Recently, the Nyström approximation has been studied in the machine learning community [24] [10] . In parallel, an alternative Columnsampling technique has been analyzed in the theoretical Computer Science community [7] . However, the relationship between these approximations has not been well studied. In this work, we show the connections between these algorithms, and provide the first direct comparison between their performance.
Apart from spectral decomposition, the other main computational hurdle associated with Isomap and Laplacian Eigenmaps is large-scale graph construction and manipulation. These algorithms first need to construct a local neighborhood graph in the input space, which is an O(n 2 ) problem. Moreover, Isomap requires shortest paths between every pair of points resulting in O(n 2 log n) computation. Both steps are intractable when n is as large as 18M. In this work, we use approximate nearest neighbor methods, and show that random sampling based spectral decomposition requires the computation of shortest paths only for a subset of points. Furthermore, these approximations allow for an efficient distributed implementation of the algorithms.
We now summarize our main contributions. First, we present the largest scale study so far on manifold learning, using 18M data points. To date, the largest manifold learning study involves the analysis of music data using 267K points [18] . In vision, the largest study is limited to less than 10K images [15] . Second, we show connections between two random sampling based spectral decomposition algorithms and provide the first direct comparison of their performance. Finally, we provide a quantitative comparison of Isomap and Laplacian Eigenmaps for large scale face manifold construction on clustering and classification tasks.
Manifold learning
, where
faithfully' represents X. We first briefly review the Isomap and Laplacian Eigenmaps techniques to discuss their computational complexity.
Isomap
Isomap aims to extract a low-dimensional data representation that best preserves all pairwise distances between input points, as measured by their geodesic distances along the manifold [22] . It approximates the geodesic distance as a series of hops between neighboring points. This approximation becomes exact in the limit of infinite data. Isomap can be viewed as an adaptation of Classical Multidimensional Scaling [5] , in which geodesic distances replace Euclidean distances.
Computationally, Isomap requires three steps: (1) Find t nearest neighbors for each point in input space and construct an undirected neighborhood graph, G, with points as nodes and links between neighbors as edges. This requires O(n 2 ) time. (2) Compute approximate geodesic distances, Δ ij , between all nodes (i, j) by finding shortest paths in G using Dijkstra's algorithm at each node. Construct a dense, n × n similarity matrix, G, by centering Δ 2 ij , where centering converts distances into similarities. This step takes O(n 2 log n) time, dominated by calculation of geodesic distances. (3) Find the optimal k dimensional representation,
where Σ k is the diagonal k × k matrix storing the top k eigenvalues of G, and U k are the associated eigenvectors. This step requires O(n 2 ) space for storing G, and O(n 3 ) time for its eigendecomposition. The time and space complexities for all three steps are intractable for n = 18M .
Laplacian eigenmaps
Laplacian Eigenmaps aims to find a low-dimensional representation that best preserves neighborhood relations as measured by a weight matrix W [3] . The algorithm works as follows: (1) Similar to Isomap, first find t nearest neighbors for each point. Then construct W , a sparse, symmetric n× n matrix, where 
where U k are the bottom k eigenvectors of L, excluding the last eigenvector corresponding to eigenvalue 0. Since L is sparse, it can be stored in O(tn) space, and iterative methods can be used to find these k eigenvectors relatively quickly.
To summarize, for large-scale manifold learning, the two main computational efforts required are neighborhood graph construction/manipulation and spectral decomposition of a symmetric positive semidefinite (SPSD) matrix. We discuss two approximate spectral decomposition techniques in the next section, and describe the graph operations in Section 4.
Approximate spectral decomposition
Spectral decomposition is intractable for large n, especially in the case of Isomap where G is dense and too large to be stored. Two different methods have recently been introduced for approximating spectral decomposition of a large matrix using a subset of the columns (or rows) of the matrix. These techniques have appeared in two different communities, and there exists no work analyzing their relationship and comparative performance. In this section, we address both of these issues.
Terminology
In manifold learning, one deals with an n × n SPSD matrix, G, which can be decomposed as G = U ΣU T . Here Σ contains the eigenvalues of G and U are the associated eigenvectors. Suppose we randomly sample l n columns of G uniformly without replacement 1 . Let C be the n × l matrix of these sampled columns, and W be the l × l matrix consisting of the intersection of these l columns with the corresponding l rows of G. Since G is SPSD, W is also SPSD. Without loss of generality, we can rearrange the columns and rows of G based on this sampling such that:
We next discuss two approximation techniques that use eigendecomposition of W or singular value decomposition (SVD) of C to generate approximations of U and Σ.
Nyström method
The Nyström method was presented in [24] to speed up the performance of kernel machines. It has since been used for Landmark MDS [17] and image segmentation [11] . The Nyström method uses W and C from (3) to approximate G. According to the Nyström method,
where W + is the pseudoinverse of W . It has been shown thatG converges to G as l increases [10] . Substituting (3) into (4), the Nyström method reduces to approximating G 22 inG using W and C as,
The approximate eigenvalues (Σ) and eigenvectors (Ũ ) of G generated from the Nyström method are:
where [24] . To calculate approximations to the top k eigenvectors and eigenvalues of G, the runtime of this algorithm is O(l 3 + kln), l 3 for eigendecomposition on W and kln for multiplication with C.
Column-sampling approximation
The Column-sampling method was initially introduced to approximate SVD for any rectangular matrix and has been shown to have bounded approximation error [7] [9] . It approximates eigendecomposition of G by using the SVD of C directly
, then the approximate eigenvectors of G are given by the left singular vectors of C:
and the corresponding approximate eigenvalues are scaled versions of the singular values of C:
Combining (8), (9) andG =ŨΣŨ T , we get:
Comparing (4) and (10), we see that the two approximations have very similar forms. Specifically, the Column-sampling
2 ) but since it cannot be easily parallelized, it is still quite expensive when n = 18M. However, since
, one can get U c and Σ c by SVD on C T C combined with (8) . This is advantageous as C T C can be computed easily even for large n since matrix multiplication can be parallelized. Thus, the time needed to calculate approximations to the top k eigenvectors and eigenvalues of G is O(nl 2 + l 3 ), nl 2 to generate C T C and l 3 for SVD on C T C. 2 The Nyström method also uses sampled columns of G, but the Column-sampling method is named so because it uses direct decomposition of C, while the Nyström method decomposes its submatrix, W . 
Approximation experiments
We conducted experiments to see how well the Nyström and Column-sampling methods approximate eigenvalues, eigenvectors, and low-dimensional embeddings.
We worked with PIE-2.7K and PIE-7K, two subsets of the CMU-PIE face dataset (see Section 4.1) containing 2.7K left profile face images and 7K frontal face images, respectively. Starting with A ∈ R d×n , a matrix containing meancentered input images (d = 2304) as its columns, we constructed a SPSD Gram matrix A T A and compared its exact decomposition with the two approximate ones.
For eigenvalues, we measured the percentage error between the exact and the approximate ones for different values of l. For eigenvectors, accuracy was measured by the dot products, i.e., cosines of principal angles, between the exact and the approximate eigenvectors, which should be close to one for good approximations. For a fixed l, each experiment was repeated 10 times with different samples of columns. Figures 1 and 2 show that both approximations yield more accurate results as l increases. Also, the Column-sampling method generates more accurate eigenvectors and eigenvalues for both datasets. This is not surprising since the Column-sampling method performs SVD on a larger submatrix of G than does the Nyström method (C versus W ). Another possible reason for the poor Nyström performance is that, unlike the Column-sampling method, the eigenvectors from the Nyström method are not exactly orthonormal. As shown in (7), the Nyström method extrapolates eigenvectors of G from eigenvectors of W , losing orthonormality in this process. In the future, it would be interesting to explore the construction of orthonormal approximations to the eigenvectors from the Nyström method.
We next compared the quality of low-dimensional embeddings, as defined in (1), constructed using the top k = 100 eigenvalues and eigenvectors for varying values of l. The average L 2 error in projection given by exact − approx 2 is shown in Figure 3 . Consistent with the approximation accuracy of eigenvalues and eigenvectors independently, the Column-sampling method results in a lower projection error than the Nyström method. Moreover, as the number of samples increases, the projection error decreases for both methods.
Large-scale learning
The following sections outline the process of learning a manifold of faces. We first describe the datasets used in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 explains how to extract nearest neighbors, a common step between Laplacian Eigenmaps and Isomap. The remaining steps of Laplacian Eigenmaps are straightforward, so the subsequent sections focus on Isomap, and specifically on the computational efforts required to generate a manifold using Webfaces-18M.
Datasets
We used two datasets of faces consisting of 35K and 18M images. The CMU PIE face dataset [21] contains 41, 368 images of 68 subjects under 13 different poses and various illumination conditions. A standard face detector extracted 35, 247 faces (each 48 × 48 pixels), which comprised our 35K set (PIE-35K). We used this set because, being labeled, it allowed us to perform quantitative comparisons. The second dataset, named Webfaces-18M, contains 18.2 million images of faces extracted from the Web using the same face detector. For both datasets, face images were represented as 2304 dimensional pixel vectors which were globally normalized to have zero mean and unit variance. No other pre-processing, e.g. face alignment, was performed. Constructing Webfaces-18M, including face detection and duplicate removal, took 15 hours using a cluster of several hundred machines. We used this cluster for all experiments requiring distributed processing and data storage.
Nearest neighbors and neighborhood graph
The cost of naive nearest neighbor computation is O(n 2 ), where n is the size of the dataset. It is possible to compute exact neighbors for PIE-35K, but for Webfaces-18M this computation is prohibitively expensive. So, for this set, we used a combination of random projections and spill trees [16] to get approximate neighbors. Computing 5 nearest neighbors in parallel with spill trees took ∼2 days on the cluster. Figure 4 shows the top 5 neighbors for a few randomly chosen images in Webfaces-18M. In addition to this visualization, comparison of exact neighbors and spill tree approximations for smaller subsets suggested good performance of spill trees.
We next constructed the neighborhood graph by representing each image as a node and connecting all neighboring nodes. Since Isomap and Laplacian Eigenmaps require this graph to be connected, we used depth-first search to find its largest connected component. These steps required O(tn) space and time. Constructing the neighborhood graph for Webfaces-18M and finding the largest connected component took 10 minutes on a single machine using the Open-FST library [1] .
For neighborhood graph construction, the 'right' choice of number of neighbors, t, is crucial. A small t may give too many disconnected components, while a large t may introduce unwanted edges. These edges stem from inadequately sampled regions of the manifold and false positives introduced by the face detector. Since Isomap needs to compute shortest paths in the neighborhood graph, the presence of bad edges can cause leakage or 'short-circuits' [2] . Here, we chose t = 5 and also enforced an upper limit on neighbor distance to alleviate the problem of leakage. We used a distance limit corresponding to the 95 th percentile of neighbor distances in the PIE-35K dataset. Table 1 shows the effect of choosing different values for t with and without enforcing the upper distance limit. As expected, the size of the largest connected component increases as t increases. Also, enforcing the distance limit reduces the size of the largest component. Figure 5 shows a few random samples from the largest component. Images not within the largest component are either part of No a strongly connected set of images ( Figure 6 ) or do not have any neighbors within the upper distance limit ( Figure  7 ). As shown in Figure 7 , many of these 'single-imagecomponents' are false positives. Clearly, the distance limit introduces a trade-off between filtering out non-faces and excluding actual faces from the largest component. tween every pair of nodes in the neighborhood graph. This requires O(n 2 log n) time and O(n 2 ) space, both of which are prohibitive for 18M nodes. However, since we use sampling-based approximate decomposition as described in Section 3, we need only l n columns of G, which form the submatrix C. We thus computed geodesic distance between l randomly selected nodes (called landmark points) and the rest of the nodes, which required O(ln log n) time and O(ln) space. Since this computation can easily be parallelized, we performed geodesic computation on the cluster. The overall procedure took 60 minutes for Webfaces-18M using l = 10K. The bottom four rows in Figure 9 show sample shortest paths for images within the largest component for Webfaces-18M, illustrating smooth transitions between images along each path.
Generating low-dimensional embeddings
Before generating low-dimensional embeddings in Isomap, one needs to convert distances into similarities using a process called centering [5] . For the Nyström approximation, we computed W by double centering D, the l × l matrix of squared geodesic distances between all landmark nodes, as W = − 1 2 HDH, where
T is the centering matrix, I l is the l × l identity matrix and 1 is a column vector of all ones. Similarly, the matrix C was obtained from squared geodesic distances between the landmark nodes and all other nodes using single-centering as described in [6] .
For the Column-sampling approximation, we decomposed C T C, constructed by performing matrix multiplication in parallel on C. For both approximations, decomposition on an l × l matrix (C T C or W ) took about one hour. Finally, we computed low-dimensional embeddings by multiplying the scaled eigenvectors from approximate decomposition with C. For Webfaces-18M, generating low dimensional embeddings took 1.5 hours for the Nyström method and 6 hours for the Column-sampling method.
Manifold evaluation
Manifold learning techniques typically transform the data such that Euclidean distance in the transformed space between any pair of points is meaningful. Since K-means clustering computes Euclidean distances between all pairs of points, it is a natural choice for evaluating these techniques. We also compared the performance of various techniques using nearest neighbor classification. Since CMU-PIE is a labeled dataset, we first focused on quantitative evaluation of different embeddings using face pose as class labels. The PIE set contains faces in 13 poses, and such a fine sampling of the pose space makes clustering and classification tasks very challenging. In all the experiments we fixed the dimension of the reduced space, k, to be 100.
The first set of experiments was aimed at finding how well different Isomap approximations perform in comparison to exact Isomap. We used a subset of PIE with 10K images (PIE-10K) since, for this size, exact eigendecomposition could be done on a single machine within reasonable time and memory limits. We fixed the number of clusters in our experiments to equal the number of pose classes, and measured clustering performance using two measures, Purity and Accuracy. Purity measures the frequency of data belonging to the same cluster sharing the same class label, while Accuracy measures the frequency of data from the same class appearing in a single cluster. Thus, ideal clustering will have 100% Purity and 100% Accuracy. Table 2 shows that clustering with Nyström Isomap with just l = 1K performs almost as well as exact Isomap on this dataset 4 . This matches with the observation made in [24] , where the Nyström approximation was used to speed up kernel machines. Further, Column-sampling Isomap performs slightly worse than Nyström Isomap. The clustering results on the full PIE-35K set (Table 3) with l = 10K also affirm this observation. Figure 8 shows the optimal 2D projections from different methods for PIE-35K. The Nyström method separates the pose clusters better than Columnsampling, verifying the quantitative results.
The fact that Nyström outperforms Column-sampling is somewhat surprising given the experimental evaluations in Section 3.4. We believe that the poor performance of Column-sampling Isomap is due to the form of the similarity matrix G. When using a finite number of data points for Isomap, G is not guaranteed to be positive semidefinite (PSD). We verified that G was not PSD in our experiments, and a significant number of top eigenvalues, i.e., those with largest magnitudes, were negative. The two approximation techniques differ in their treatment of negative eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors. The Nyström method allows one to use eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) of W to yield signed eigenvalues, making it possible to discard the negative eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors. On the contrary, it is not possible to discard these in the Column-based method, since the signs of eigenvalues are lost in the SVD of the rectangular matrix C (or EVD of 
C T C).
Tables 2 and 3 also show a significant difference in the Isomap and Laplacian Eigenmaps results. The 2D embeddings of PIE-35K (Figure 8 ) reveal that Laplacian Eigenmaps projects data points into a small compact region, as it tends to map neighboring inputs as nearby as possible in the low-dimensional space. When used for clustering, these compact embeddings lead to a few large clusters and several tiny clusters, thus explaining the high accuracy and low purity of the clusters. This indicates poor clustering performance of Laplacian Eigenmaps, since one can achieve even 100% Accuracy simply by grouping all points into a single cluster. However, the Purity of such clustering would be very low. Finally, the improved clustering results of Isomap over PCA for both datasets verify that the manifold of faces is not linear in the input space.
We also compared the performance of Laplacian Eigenmaps and Isomap embeddings on pose classification. The data was randomly split into a training and a test set, and K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) was used for classification. K = 1 gives lower error than higher K as shown in Table  4 . Also, the classification error is lower for both exact and approximate Isomap than for Laplacian Eigenmaps, suggesting that neighborhood information is better preserved by Isomap (Tables 4 and 5 ). Note that, similar to clustering, the Nyström approximation performs as well as Exact Isomap (Table 4) . Better clustering and classification results, combined with 2D visualizations, imply that approximate Isomap outperforms exact Laplacian Eigenmaps. Moreover, the Nyström approximation is computationally cheaper and empirically more effective than the Columnsampling approximation. Thus, we used Nyström Isomap to generate embeddings for Webfaces-18M.
After learning a face manifold from Webfaces-18M, we analyzed the results with various visualizations. The top row of Figure 9 shows the 2D embeddings from Nyström Isomap. The top left figure shows the face samples from various locations in the manifold. It is interesting to see that embeddings tend to cluster the faces by pose. These results support the good clustering performance observed using Isomap on PIE data. Also, two groups (bottom left and top right) with similar poses but different illuminations are projected at different locations. Additionally, since 2D projections are very condensed for 18M points, one can expect more discrimination for higher k, e.g., k = 100.
In Figure 9 , the top right figure shows the shortest paths on the manifold between different public figures. The images along the corresponding paths have smooth transitions as shown in the bottom of the figure. In the limit of infinite samples, Isomap guarantees that the distance along the shortest path between any pair of points will be preserved as Euclidean distance in the embedded space. Even though the paths in the figure are reasonable approximations of straight lines in the embedded space, these results suggest that 18M faces are perhaps not enough samples to learn the face manifold exactly.
Conclusions and future work
We have presented large scale nonlinear dimensionality reduction using unsupervised manifold learning. The experimental results reveal that Isomap coupled with Nyström approximation can effectively extract low-dimensional structure from datasets containing millions of images. One of the drawbacks of Isomap is the assumption that centering of the dissimilarity matrix yields an SPSD matrix. This is not always true for dissimilarities that are not Euclidean distances. The presence of negative eigenvalues deteriorates the performance of the Column-sampling method more than the Nyström method. We plan to explore this issue further in the future. In addition, we plan to systematically investigate the effects of different data preprocessing methods such as face alignment, on manifold learning.
